Abstract-Translation is a key capability to access relevant information expressed in various languages on social media. Unfortunately, systematically translating all content far exceeds the capacity of most organizations. Computer-aided translation (CAT) tools can significantly increase the productivity of translators, but can not ultimately cope with the overwhelming amount of content to translate. In this contribution, we describe and experiment with an approach where we use the structure in a corpus to adequately route the content to the proper workflow, including translators, CAT tools or purely automatic approaches. We show that linguistically motivated structure such as document genre can help decide on the proper translation workflow. However, automatically discovered structure has an effect that is at least as important and allows us to define groups of documents that may be translated automatically with reasonable output quality. This suggests that computational intelligence models that can efficiently organize document collection will provide increased capability to access textual content from various target languages.
I. INTRODUCTION
Organizations interested in monitoring social media for commercial or security purposes must handle growing amounts of content, but also an increasing number of languages. Accessing multilingual information is a key capability for analyzing this data efficiently. However, traditional translation performed by professional human translators suffers from two main drawbacks in the context of social media data analysis. First it is a slow process that would bottleneck automatic analysis in the large text collections generated by social media users. Second, and more importantly, systematic translation of multilingual content far exceeds the capacity of most organizations. Although many tools are available to ease the translators job, such as translation memories, terminology banks or bilingual concordancers, the gains in productivity cannot match the growth in content that needs to be translated.
Machine translation promises to bring productivity gains, but suffers from a number of problems. Although its output is often good enough for gisting, it is still far from reaching the same quality as human translation. More problematic is the fact that state-of-the-art, statistical machine translation (SMT) is highly sensitive to mismatches between the text to translate and the training material used to estimate the translation model. As a consequence, text that is unlike the training data may produce poor translations. Typical experimental settings considered in SMT research (e.g. [1] , [2] ) use well defined benchmark data in a well controlled setting. In contrast, social media data is highly dynamic in nature, with many different sources spanning a range of topics, genres and quality, such that appropriate representative training data is hard to find.
We address the following questions. First, how does translation quality of computer-aided translation (CAT) tools vary across text genres? Heterogeneous text collections can be organized along many dimensions. We propose to start with genre, since the genre of a document attempts to represent its medium and communicative goal. Genre is therefore particularly relevant in the context of social media, where documents vary widely depending on their source and purpose, and are quite different from the texts that have been historically studied in machine translation (e.g., Canadian or European parliament proceedings [3] ). We will show that there are systematic differences in CAT performance across genres. This suggests that genre information (either given or automatically attributed [4] ) is useful to route documents to be translated to the appropriate CAT tools.
The second question we address is whether we can automatically discover relevant structure from heterogeneous data in order to translate a wide variety of documents more efficiently and accurately. We show that indeed, we discover clusters of textual documents on which CAT tools have very different and consistent behaviour. This suggests a natural way to route documents to the appropriate combination of fully automatic translation, semi-automatic translation involving, e.g. post-edition, or fully human translation when CAT tools are ineffective.
As there is currently no publicly available large corpus of translated social media data, we illustrate our approach and results on a multilingual document collection from the United Nations. This data set offers several realistic and desirable features: it is large, it covers several languages, and it contains text of very different genres. Contrary to most data used in security and defence applications, it is publicly available and can be used to demonstrate the approach.
In the following two sections, we describe the methods used in our approach. Section IV describes the data that we use in our experiments, and sections VI and VII shows how corpus structure may be leveraged to improve the translation workflow, using both existing manual distinctions, as well as automatically discovered corpus structure.
II. METHODS: COMPUTER-AIDED TRANSLATION
This section gives a brief overview of the two main computer-aided translation methods that are widely used today: translation memories and statistical machine translation. Since our contribution is focused on evaluation of translation quality and its impact on routing documents for translation, we are not interesed in proposing new methods here. On the contrary, we aim to use well-established tools in order to build a pipeline that is representative of current practice.
A. Translation Memory
The first type of CAT tool we consider in this study are Translation Memories (TM). While they have not been studied much in the field of machine translation, TM are widely used by professional translators. TM improve translators' productivity and consistency by providing examples of similar sentences that have already been translated.
We use an NRC-internal implementation [5] that simulates commercial systems while giving us more control over parameters. Given a corpus of existing translated sentences, and a new source sentence that we call the query, we compute the distance between the query and every source sentence in the corpus. The translation memory outputs the target side of the sentence pair with the minimum distance between its source side and the query. We report results using 1 − smoothedBLEU as the distance metric, where smoothedBLEU is a smoothed version of BLEU score [6] , the standard metric of translation quality based on n-gram precision between system output and reference translations [7] . We experimented with other distance metrics and found that smoothedBLEU worked best when using BLEU as the evaluation metric.
B. Statistical Machine Translation
Our second CAT tool is Statistical Machine Translation (SMT). In contrast with TM, SMT is a very active topic of research and a wide variety of models and systems exist. We use the NRC's PORTAGE system [8] , a state-of-the-art phrasebased SMT system which placed 3rd out of 19 participants in the constrained Chinese-to-English task at the 2009 NIST OpenMT evaluation, and performed very well in the latest 2012 evaluation for both Chinese-English and Arabic-Englich. In this paper, the SMT decoder scores translation candidates for each sentence using a loglinear mixture of the standard set of features (conditional translation probabilities and lexical weights for the translation model, lexicalized distortion and target language model). Features and their weights are estimated from bilingual parallel text. We refer the reader to [9] for a good overview of phrase-based SMT modeling.
III. METHODS: CORPUS ORGANIZATION
We need tools to automatically learn how to organize our large heterogeneous collection of documents. We use a two step clustering approach for this purpose: (1) a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model is used to discover latent topics in the document collection, and (2) documents are then clustered using their topic distribution as a low-dimensional representation.
We use the MALLET 1 implementation of LDA [10] to learn topics in a document collection. LDA is a generative model of documents, where a topic t is a distribution over words φ t , and each document d is a mixture of T latent topics, given by probabilities θ d . Dirichlet priors are placed over both φ and θ. In a document d, the word tokens
are associated with topic assigments
n=1 , drawn from the document-specific topic distribution. Given a corpus of observed words w, the posterior distribution over z can be estimated using Gibbs sampling, and used to compute the word-topic distributions and the topic-document distribution. In practice, we run the sampler for 1000 iterations. The concentration parameter β for the topic-word concentration is initialized to 0.01, while the document-specific topic distributions are initialized with a concentration parameter α = 0.01/T and a uniform base measure [11] . Hyperparameters are reestimated every 10 sampling iterations.
Each document in the corpus can be represented as a vector
T , where T is the number of topics and d is the document-specific topic distribution from the LDA model. The resulting topic vectors are clustered using the k-means algorithm, as implemented in the WEKA toolkit [12] . The main parameters are therefore the number of topics T and the number of clusters k. In this paper, we use k = 8, so that we have the same number of genres and clusters, and we experimented with a range of topic numbers. We will report results with T = 80, and will give an overview of topics discovered in our data in Section VII.
The resulting two-step approach of LDA followed by kmeans is representative of current approaches to document categorization [13, for a good overview]. It remains to be seen whether purely Computational Intelligence (CI) techniques such as fuzzy or neural systems can improve models for this task. In this contribution, we focus on evaluating the impact of standard approaches, and leave the investigation of more advanced CI models to future work.
IV. DATA: A HETEROGENEOUS MULTILINGUAL CORPUS
We work with a bilingual corpus of Chinese-English documents extracted from United Nations (UN) data and made available by the Linguistic Data Consortium. 2 The corpus comprises two parts: 1) A genre annotated subset of 972 Chinese-English documents, all published in 2000, with a genre label for each document. We refer to this subset as UN-2000. 2) An unannotated, parallel, sentence-aligned corpus of 33,174 Chinese-English documents published between 1993 and 1999. We refer to this subset as UN-9399.
Note that all documents come from the same general source (the United Nations), but the dates of the two subsets do not overlap. This ensures that no document from the genreannotated corpus is present in the large sentence-aligned corpus. This also ensures that the genre annotated documents come from the same source, but may cover new topics that appeared in 2000 but were not necessarily represented in previous years, a situation that is common in typical applications. The genre annotation was originally collected by collaborators for an independent sentence alignment project. The list of genres is given in table I with a brief description of each. These categories are quite different from genres used in the traditional genre categorization literature (see e.g. [4] and references therein) and most are specific to the UN data. Some are defined by the communication medium, or by rules based on text patterns (e.g., Genre C, Letter). While some genres cover a wide variety of documents (G, org. charter), others make very fine grained distinctions: for instance, agenda and addenda should be in "Meeting Documentation" (D), while "Draft Resolution" (E) contains allusions to session agenda, and "Message" (F) contains written notes by officials which can be brief modifications to agenda items or addendum.
Each document was annotated independently by two human judges, and a third judge was asked to adjudicate documents with a final reference annotation. It is important to note that the disagreement between judges was fairly high, with an agreement ratio between 0.44 and 0.76 depending on the pair of judges, and a kappa between 0.31 and 0.70. This suggests that the genre annotation task is non trivial, and proved difficult for human judges, even with precise guidelines and definitions (cf. Table I ). We therefore expect that genre cues are not simple to identify in text.
This annotation process yielded a total of 972 documents, each annotated with one of eight genres, which we refer to as UN-2000 . Note that the distribution of documents per genre is very unbalanced (Table II) . The biography (A) and lecture (B) genres have fewer than 10 instances each, while the meeting documentation (D) genre alone represents more than 25% of all annotated documents. The length of documents vary with genre, but the number of sentences per document reported in Table II do not reflect the original document length, since sentences were discarded for the sentence alignment project. Table II gives basic statistics per genre in both languages: average sentence length, number of singletons (words occuring only once in the corpus) per document, and token-to-type ratio (or average word frequency). The biography/résumé genre (A) for instance has shorter sentences than average, while meeting documentation (D) has much longer sentences. Genres based on more formal or official documents tend to reuse more vocabulary with high token to type ratio (D, E, H), while informal genres exhibit more variation in vocabulary (B, C, F). The biography/résumé genre also has a very low token to type ratio, which can be explained by its small size and by the frequent occurrence of named-entities. As can be expected, the same trends are observed in Chinese and English.
It is hard to predict a priori how computer-aided translation tools are affected by these properties: it depends on the translation technology used, as well as on the properties of the existing translations used as a translation memory or training corpus. A statistical machine translation system might make fewer reordering errors in shorter sentences. However, the short sentences of genre A might still be hard to translate correctly if they contain many rare words that have not been seen in the training data. In a translation memory, short sentences might yield incorrect translations due to lack of context, while long sentences with many repetitions (such as in genre E) might be easier to translate if they are well covered by the examples in the memory.
In the following experiments, the large, non-annotated corpus is used to feed the translation memory and to train the statistical machine translation engine. The smaller, genreannotated UN2000 corpus is used to test the impact of the corpus structure on the document translation quality. In particular, we check the impact of the genre on the translation quality.
V. EXPERIMENT SET-UP
We consider the two types of CAT tools described in Section II: translation memories (TM) and statistical machine translation (SMT). The TM and SMT systems are built using the exact same training data. We use the 33k documents from the UN-9399 corpus. This results in a training set of more than 3 Million sentence pairs, which is on par with the large-scale conditions considered in machine translation benchmarks.
The UN-2000 section of the corpus is used to evaluate the performance of the CAT tools. In order to speed up experimentation, we do not use the entire genre-annotated corpus as a test set, but only a subset of 51 randomly selected documents, or a total of 2942 sentences which is roughly the standard size for SMT test sets.
We will evaluate translation quality on different partitions of the corpus: (1) genres, according the manual annotation described in Section IV, and (2) document clusters learned automatically as described in Section III. Note that translations are always produced using a single CAT tool, i.e., a single translation memory or a single machine translation system trained on the entire training set. The resulting CAT tool is then applied to all test documents. Genre and cluster information does not inform the translation process, and is only used at evaluation time.
We use BLEU score [7] to automatically compare TM and SMT output with reference translations. Although some recent metrics have been shown to correlate slightly better with human judgments of translation quality, BLEU remains the de-facto standard metric in statistical MT, both for system optimization and for evaluation [14] , [1] . BLEU is defined as the geometric mean of n-gram precision scores for n = 1..4, augmented with a length penalty, so that higher BLEU scores represent better translation quality. We did experiment with other metrics such as Word Error Rate [15] , but do not include them because they yield the same trends as BLEU.
In addition to the overall BLEU score obtained for each partition of the UN-2000 corpus, we will compute BLEU scores for each document in the corpus. When comparing the translation quality of different systems on the same test set, corpus-level BLEU score is known to correlate better with human judgments of translation quality than document-level scores. However, document-level BLEU scores are still interesting in our setting since we are not interested in comparing different SMT systems on a fixed data set, but in comparing translation quality of a fixed SMT system across different data sets. Following recent work on translation quality estimation [16] , we study the distribution of documents over BLEU quartiles rather than on the absolute BLEU values alone. We rank all documents in the UN-2000 test set according to their BLEU score, and report for each genre the percentage of documents that are ranked in each quartile.
VI. IMPACT OF GENRE STRUCTURE ON CAT
In this section, we evaluate standard CAT tools based on genre distinctions. Table III summarizes the BLEU scores obtained on each genre subset of the UN-2000 test set. It shows that CAT tools do very well on some genres such as E and F. This was perhaps expected for genre E, as we have seen in Section IV that it is one of the most formal and repetitive genres. Interestingly, genre F which is more informal and less repetitive aso gets a high BLEU score even though it might be considered hard to translate a priori. Genre A also shows a high BLEU score, but as this is the smallest genre, these scores are probably not reliable. The worst BLEU scores with both CAT tools are obtained for genre C.
A. Genres capture some useful distinctions for CAT
Statistics for BLEU scores per documents are reported in Table IV . While the mean document-BLEU do not yield the exact same ranking as the genre-based BLEU, the top and worst genres remain the same. The distribution of documents in each BLEU quartile suggests that translations of documents in genres F and G are more reliable than those in genres E or C, since all documents in genres F and G are ranked within the best two BLEU quartiles. In contrast, half of the documents in genre C are in the worst BLEU quartile, confirming that its translation quality is not as good as those of the other genres.
B. Genres capture non-trivial distinctions
Could we have guessed which genres are easier to translate simply by comparing test documents with the training data? Unfortunately genre annotation is not available for the training corpus, so we cannot directly compare the genre distributions in the training and test data. However, we can compare the Chinese documents in each genre with the entire training corpus using Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) rate and source language model perplexity per word (PPL). Given a sequence of words S = (w 1 , .., w s ) (e.g, a sentence, document, or set of documents), they are defined as follows:
• the out-of-vocabulary rate, OOV , represents the ratio of test tokens that are unseen in the UN93-99 corpus:
• the perplexity per word, P P L, represents the amount by which the n-gram language model LM 3 reduces uncertainty about the next word:
While the genre with the lowest PPL is the one that gets the higher BLEU score, OOV and PPL alone are not sufficient to predict translation performance. In particular, genre F yields one of the highest BLEU scores despite the high perplexity of the Chinese language model on this genre. This suggests that predicting translation quality is not straightforward and that genre distinctions do capture useful distinctions that cannot be predicted by the similarity of test and training documents alone.
C. SMT and TM behave differently across genres
Comparing results across CAT tools, Table III shows that there is a bigger variability in behaviour with TM than with SMT: the performance on the three worst genres is much lower for the TM. In fact, it is on these genres that the SMT outperforms the TM most, at least according to the BLEU metric. Overall, it is clear that the SMT consistently does at least as well as the TM, and sometimes much better.
One key to explaining this difference lies in the distinct ways in which the two tools function. A TM performs well when its coverage is good: there are many segments in the text to translate that match or are very similar to the memorized training data. On genres where the coverage is lower, the best the TM can do is return the target side of poorly-matching segments. On the contrary, the SMT system is able to generate translations that have never been seen in the training corpus. SMT will obviously perform better when the test set is close to its training data, but when it is not, SMT at least attempts to produce a prediction that contains translations of the source segment, often at the expense of grammaticality, instead of just outputting a grammatical, but poorly-related segment.
Another factor is that SMT and TM are affected differently by alignment errors in the training data. Since our training corpus was obtained by automatically aligning sentence pairs (which is standard procedure in SMT), there is a significant number of sentence alignment errors. Due to the way the SMT system is estimated, these alignment errors tend to be "averaged out" by the statistical estimation process. On the other hand, the TM will just return a misaligned target segment as long as the source segment matches. TM is therefore less robust to alignment errors than SMT.
D. Impact on translation workflow
This evaluation of translation quality suggests that organizing documents by genre is useful in order to decide how to route documents for translation. Our results suggest that different strategies might be needed depending on genres. For instance, we can have a two-stage strategy where CAT tools alone are used to translate the best performing genres (E and F). SMT can be used either alone or in combination with TM. For genres with lower BLEU scores and more documents in the lower BLEU quartiles, SMT will probably require human post-edition in order to be usable.
VII. IMPACT OF LEARNED CORPUS STRUCTURE ON CAT
After evaluating translation quality by genre, we now perform a similar evaluation after automatically partitioning the training and test documents in an unsupervised fashion. Clusters are obtained automatically using the combination of unsupervised topic modeling and clustering described in Section III. We set the number of clusters K = 8, in order to have the same number of clusters and genres, and T = 80 after experimenting with various numbers of topics.
While it is unclear how to evaluate quality of topics intrinsically, manual inspection reveals that even with a relatively high number of topics the distinctions captured seem reasonably well motivated. We ranked words in each LDA topic according to the absolute value of their contribution to the Kullback Leibler divergence between each topic distribution considered and the word distribution in the entire UN9399 corpus. In order to give the reader a sense of the topics captured, we report here the top 10 words for the first few topics learned: 
A. Learned clusters capture useful distinctions for CAT
The BLEU scores per cluster summarized in Table VI are overall fairly similar to what we observed on the genre-based partitioning in Section VII.
CAT tools perform very well on some clusters (e.g., clusters 1, 3 and 5), less on others (2, 4, 6, 8) . As a result, clusters do identify useful distinctions for the purpose of routing documents. Just like with genres, the Translation Memory performs poorly on some clusters, where the SMT performance is also lower, but much better than that of the TM. Both TM and SMT do poorly on cluster 4, which happens to be very small and mostly composed of "documents" which contain list of numbers and other non-words which should probably not be "translated", in the usual sense of the word. If anything, it seems that clusters reinforce what we saw on genres: on the best performing clusters, the TM does even better than the SMT, while on the weaker clusters SMT performance is much less impacted.
As for genres, we study the document-level BLEU scores for each cluster in Table VII . These scores also highlight the good translation quality of cluster 5, which has by far the highest mean score, and more than 70% of documents ranked within the top BLEU quartile.
B. Clusters capture different distinctions than genres
Automatically learned clusters are quite different from genres. The cluster distribution is more balanced than the genre distribution overall. In addition, the distribution of test documents across genres for each cluster shows that there is not a one-to-one mapping between clusters and genres.
In order to quantify these differences, we use clustering evaluation metrics to compare automatically learned clusters with the manual genre annotation on the UN2000 corpus. Since clusters capture other distinctions than genres by design, note that we are repurposing the evaluation metrics to represent the distance between clusters and genres, rather than the quality of the clusters. We compute external clustering evaluation metrics as defined in [17] . Purity simply maps each cluster to its most frequent genre, and represents the percentage of correctly assigned documents. The remaining metrics view clustering as a series of decisions about each pair of documents. A decision is correct if two documents assigned to the same cluster are also assigned to the same genre. Rand Index represents the percentage of decisions that are correct (i.e. accuracy), while Precision/Recall/F-Measure separate the impact of false positives and false negatives. The relatively high purity and Rand Index scores reported in Table VIII can be explained by the imbalanced genre distribution which results in assigning the most frequent genre to most clusters. The lower precision and recall scores show that the clusters yield distinctions that are very different from genres.
This yields interesting differences between genre-based and cluster-based translation quality. While SMT yields much better BLEU scores than TM for all but one genre, the difference in BLEU scores between TM and SMT within clusters is more varied. In particular, for the 3 clusters that yield the highest BLEU scores, the TM does better than the SMT.
One key difference is that clusters are informed by the training documents since they are learned using the SMT/TM training corpus. In contrast the genres are defined indepedently from the training corpus.
C. Impact on translation workflow
These results seem to suggest a possible strategy for applying CAT tools, which could go as:
• For clusters 1, 3 and 5, the high BLEU scores obtained with SMT and the even higher scores obtained with TM suggest that a combination of TM and SMT [5] should provide results that need little or no post-edition (depending on the end user's quality requirement); • Clusters 2, 6, 7 and 8 should be suitable for SMT with human postediting. These clusters get lower BLEU scores, a higher percentage of documents in the worst BLEU quartiles and a bigger difference between SMT and TM performance.
Taken together, this suggests that SMT can yield reasonable translation quality for some documents, but that it cannot be trusted for all documents without human verification.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We showed that translation quality for heterogeneous documents from the same UN source varies widely across genres and topic-based clusters, for two very different computeraided translation tools: translation memories and statistical machine translation. This suggests that when translating large heterogeneous text collections such as those built from social media data, different translation strategies should be followed depending on the genres or clusters of documents to translate. SMT and TM can be used in combination for a subset of the documents, but both genres and cluster distinctions identify documents where translations probably require human postedition in order to be useful.
This analysis departs from previous work in machine translation evaluation which focuses on comparing the performance of different systems on a fixed test set [1, for instance]. In contrast we have compared the performance of a single TM and a single SMT across different types of documents.
We plan to extend this work along several directions. First, we would like to further investigate unsupervised document clustering, and study whether topic-based clusters and genre distinctions provide complementary information for predicting translation quality. Second, we will leverage the multilingual nature of the UN corpus and evaluate whether our findings on Chinese-English translation hold for translation between other languages such as Arabic-English. Third, we will study whether genre and cluster corpus structure can be leveraged to improve the performance of CAT tools for specific document types, as in domain adaptation [18] , [19] . Finally, we would like to experiment with document routing in actual translation workflows involving human translators and post-editors for translation tasks representative of the needs of their clients.
